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What we know…

■ The simulation of clinical decision-making practice is called for by the 
Institute of Medicine - Robert Wood Johnson Foundation report on The 
Future of Nursing 

■ Nurse anesthesia residency programs utilize clinical simulation
■ Simulation use during anesthesia residency increases learning 
■ Repetitive simulated skills training improves early procedural skills 

acquisition 
■ Simulated scenarios for residency teams has fostered better diagnostic 

skills



■ Nurses have demonstrated increased knowledge and skill after 
completing simulated modules for professional education 

■ Competent student residency performance and sound decision-making 
skills are desired educational outcomes for nurse anesthesia programs 

■ Simulation training is costly and time-consuming 
■ Faculty time commitment and equipment costs are barriers to use 
■ Simulation-based educators have NOT defined when to introduce 

simulation into the curriculum.  
■ Additional studies needed to determine the optimal timing of simulation-

based education



What we wanted to know…

■ Given the $$$$$......

WHAT are the most effective simulated scenarios and WHEN is the optimal 
timing that would benefit multiple stakeholders?

WOULD the addition of simulation to the lecture pedagogy improve 
diagnostic acumen and performance in ultrasound assessment of 
preoperative gastric content (UAGC) for nurse anesthesia residents (NARs)?



The problem with current practice 
evaluation of aspiration risk?

Subjective on behalf 
of patient and 

provider



She said she didn’t eat …but ?



Evaluation of Pulmonary Aspiration Risk

■ Important element of the surgical patient’s pre-operative interview
■ Various risk aspiration assessment tools are subjective in nature
■ May rely on patients ability to understand the importance of truthfulness
■ Hidden conditions can increase patient risk:

Secondary gastroparesis
Pain/trauma

Opioid consumption
Bowel obstruction

Patient non-compliance with NPO guidelines



Ideal Tool for Evaluation of Pulmonary 
Aspiration Risk
■ Provides an objective evaluation of gastric contents in “at risk” patients 
■ Independent of patient and provider bias
■ Usable by all levels of care providers
■ Rapid
■ Non-invasive
■ Reliable and valid
■ Easily accessed
■ Cost-effective 



Ideal Tool at Our Fingertips



The New Frontier….POCUS

■ Ultrasound is a valuable, non-invasive, simple, and portable point of 
care ultrasound (POCUS)

■ Any trained medical provider can use the device wherever the patient 
is being treated

■ NO requirement to move the patient to radiology suite

■ Anesthesia uses include: airway evaluation, IV access, gastric 
sonography, pneumothorax, cardiac function etc..



Ultrasound of partially digested solids



Subjects and Data Collection

 All members of the 2017 masters’ cohort in a southern university’s 
nurse anesthesia program were invited to participate in the diagnostic 
gastric ultrasound assessment (UAGC) study

 Participation in all phases of assessment was voluntary, anonymous, 
and ungraded

 IRB approved



Study Design

Pre-test
Day 0

Lecture
Day 7

Post-test
Day 7

Simulation
Day 12-15

Post-sim test
Day 28



Test Material
■ Please evaluate the volume and assign a grade to the still images using 

the following scale 
– Grade 0:  No volume, empty antrum
– Grade 1:  Minimal volume, volume detected in right lateral decubitus 

position only
– Grade 2:  Large volume/solid, clearly distended antrum in both 

supine and right lateral decubitus positions
■ Finally, please assign a grade for your confidence in the accuracy of your 

evaluations:
– Grade 0:  not at all confident
– Grade 1:  somewhat confident
– Grade 2:  completely confident



Results – Demographics   #/%
Gender Male

Female
52 (46)
60 (54)

Age 21-30
31-40
41-50

59 (53)
51 (46)

2 (1)
Years in ICU 1-5

6-10
11-15

90 (80)
20 (19)

2 (1)
Gastric Ultrasound 

Experience
None
Some

Quite a bit

107 (96)
5 (4)

0



Number of correct answers per NAR 
(possible scores 0-8)

Pre-test (n = 109) Post-test (n = 110) Post-sim (n = 103)

Mean 3.08 5.03 5.36

Median 3 5 5

Mode 3 5 5

Std Dev 1.54 1.36 1.52



Percentage of NARs Correctly 
Labeling Each Image

Image Pre-test Post-test Post-sim

A FULL 34.2 47.7 84.9

B FULL 21.6 63.1 79.2

C FULL 61.4 96.4 92.3

D EMPTY 23.4 68.5 57.5

E EMPTY 36.9 36.9 32.1

F EMPTY 36.0 57.7 66.0

G MINIMAL 45.9 71.2 69.8

H MINIMAL 44.1 58.6 55.6



One Sided T-test for Comparison of 
Means

Accuracy df t p

Pre to post test 108 15.04 p < .001  

Post to sim test 105 2.148 p < .04



Analysis
■ No studies are available to compare outcomes amongst anesthesia 

residents. 
■ Pre- and post-lecture results demonstrated that a single 45-minute lecture 

with demonstration substantially improved the NARs’ accuracy and 
confidence in UAGC.

■ Adding simulation to the practice of diagnostic skill attainment was 
beneficial especially in regard to the CRITICAL UAGC states.

■ Confidence did not reliably relate to accuracy.  As seen with other skill 
acquisition research, confidence often exceeds accuracy in novice 
learners.  MORE TIME IS NEEDED WITH THE ACTIVITY



Discussion

■ While demographic variables were not predictive in this study, age can 
influence the confidence and comfort of certified registered nurse 
anesthetists (CRNAs) when learning new procedural skills 
– a relatively narrow age range of NARs exists.  
– NARs are in the education phase of their careers so knowledge 

expectations may differ from a typical CRNA 
– the NAR demographic may not correspond to CRNA populations 



Discussion
■ Previous exposure to material 

– control for by using pretest format in non-anonymous data collection 
-any uniform differences in the end data are reflective of teaching.  

■ Adequate transfer of knowledge using both methods of pedagogy with 
continued improvement of cognitive skills with simulation. 

■ Relationship of diagnostic skills to confidence:  
– Confidence needs to correlate with accuracy so learners can 

properly assess their performance, fill noted gaps, and seek out 
additional education if necessary.

– Suggests additional time needed for NARs



Discussion

■ With the rapid expansion of POCUS application in anesthesia care, 
UAGC presents a new quantitative technique to determine gastric content 
and aspiration risk. 

■ Due to the positive modification of patient care in UAGC research, this 
topic should be incorporated into nurse anesthesia curriculum as soon as 
possible. 

■ Nurse anesthesia educational programs should consider incorporating 
both lecture and simulation when teaching gastric ultrasonography in the 
curriculum



Limitations

■ Only tested one (albeit extremely large) nurse anesthesia school  
■ Feedback during the simulation was not controlled. Varying methods of 

feedback can influence learner performance  
■ Inability to simulate the endless variations of patient presentations
■ Did not test for transfer of performance at the patient’s bedside
■ Did not test for knowledge decay beyond one month after exposure 
■ Possibility that learning occurring before the final testing - but exposure 

to UAGC was unlikely because residency started the following month



Conclusions about UAGC in nurse 
anesthesia education

■ Teach it and Sim it !!!!!!! (even pre-
residency)

■Applicable to other diagnostic skill 
training?

■Worth the weight of the SIM $$$$$$
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